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“Welcome to your Spring issue of the magazine.  I 
thought I would have problems with content what with 
most of our bikes in storage but in true OMC fashion 
members have been out and about – karting, dining, 
learning, dancing and writing.  I have received some in-
teresting and humorous articles and photographs which 
I hope you will enjoy. Also included are some black and 
white photos from the good old days which should send 
some of our members down memory lane!

With the wonderful weather we are having, our riding 
season has commenced with a ride led by Phil Randell 
from BP Services to Jordans Mill in Biggleswade.  There 
was a great turn out of 25 riders and I am told all had 
a good time.”
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Lured by the prospect of a free buffet, 
the chance to vote and to watch the pub-
lic humiliation of members who had done 
daft things during 2013, 125 brave souls 
turned out on a wet and windy night to 
the 2014 OMC AGM at Oakley Club. 
Numerous thanks were given by the Chairman for 

the efforts of many people who have made 2013 a 
spectacular year with record membership of 442 and 
a record number of bikes one Thursday evening with 
202 attending.
Thanks were given to the committee members 

who had or were standing down, these being Paul 
“The Beast” East and Pete “The Dog” Lane for all 
their hard work over the last and previous years.
With regard to the Committee for 2014, Roger 

“Baysie” Bays stood again for Chair, Christine Ran-
dell for Secretary and Bernice Russell for Treasurer. 
No other members stood for any of these positions.
A vote was taken for the committee members as 

we had one more nomination than places available 
and I am pleased to announce that the committee 
for 2014 will be Phil Randell, Colin Measures, Clive 
Homan, Chris Boddy, Steve Eaton, Josef Ekkerd, Der-
ek Brown, Cathy King, Paul Butler and Kirsty Eaton. 
Phil Randell was re-elected Vice Chair by the new 

committee.
As Chair I would like to thank all those who stood 

or enquired about committee positions. It’s good 
to know that people continually wish to stand and 
shows the passion members have about this club.
The nominations for the Member of the Year were 

Roger Mant, Richard Galka, Dave Sims, Steve Wilgu-
cki, Dave Brown, Kirsty Eaton and Derek Bye. The 

winner for the second time was Richard “Dickie” 
Galka
The Fantasy Race Team winners were presented 

with their winnings by Marion Phillimore our Race 
Team Organiser. The winners being - 1st Dave “Gix-
erboy” Howe - 2nd and 3rd John Phillimore.

The Chair’s leading Ladies, Marion Phillimore, Ber-
nie Russell and Chris Randell were all presented with 
bouquets for all their work in the last year.
In between all the above we fitted in a buffet, a 

short talk by Chris Boddy on the result of the Ride 
out survey and how this will change the itinerary for 
2014 and also an overview by Dickie Galka of the 
forthcoming Oakley Bike Festival

The Pillock of the Year Award was somewhat dif-
ferent this year as the old trophy had been broken.  
To replace it, we decided to use the fantastic car-
toon drawing talents of Derek Bye and yet again, as 
so many committee members had been unknowingly 
nominated, the decision rested with the Chairman, 
who changed the traditional format with three Pil-
lock awards, these being non-member Pillock, mul-
tiple Pillock and Single Most Pillock.

The non-member winner was Clubhouse Steward 
Mick Hewitt for having a Honda CR-V 4 x 4 car and 
not knowing the spare wheel was bolted onto its 
back door!
The Multiple Winner was BMW owner Derek 

Brown as whilst on a weekend abroad three times 
got onto the wrong BMW thinking it was his. Then 
whilst rushing to a toilet to a urinal, found out he had 
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put his thermals on the wrong way round! And fi-
nally, whilst on the subject of a wee, at the race track, 
he stood in the toilet queue for 15 minutes getting 
desperate before it was pointed out he was in the 
queue for the pretzel stand!
My thanks go out to the members submitting the 

20 odd nominations I received; it is amazing how 
many thoroughly enjoy their friends being publicly 
embarrassed. Long may it continue!
Oh nearly forgot, I got kippered as well with a Pil-

lock award due to some conniving between our Edi-
tor Kirsty and my eldest double agent Son and web 
site Administrator, Robbie Bays. I won’t bore you 
with all the detail; just ask when you buy me a drink!
Here’s to a fantastic, eventful and safe 2014!

No need to buy a drink, turn the page for the full story 
!!!! - Ed
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This is the phrase that resonates most 
to me, having heard it throughout my 
childhood courtesy of my Old Man.  
My father, Roger Bays, Oakley Motorcycle Club 

chairman, joined the police force at the age of 19 
and established a career spanning 35 years (and 
counting); gaining a reputation for being an efficient, 
productive and approachable officer of Bedford-
shire Police (apparently one of the counties finest... 
so his previous Superintendent informed me of a 
few years ago whilst out of earshot from my Old 
Man) - a stature which, so I understand, is recog-
nised between his peers throughout the force.  

So much so was this the motto of my father during 
his tenure as an active officer at Bedfordshire Police, 
that when officially retiring as a police officer last 
year (though he continues to work for the police in 
a civilian capacity, one of his gifts from the force was 
a figurine of a police officer - nursing a small child in 
a caring yet protective fashion - was appropriately 
engraved “Roger Bays - The Relentless Fight Against 
Crime” citing his most-known aphorism.

His area of expertise for Bedfordshire Police 
was in acquiring intelligence of house burglars, and 
providing strategies to combat them, in which he 
proved to be extremely effective.

Hence, when I purchased my first house in late 
2007 which overlooked an area that some may de-
scribe as “of ill repute” (or as my father put it - 
“Bandit Country”), I was somewhat anxious about 
my acquisition.  Frequent comparisons were made, 
contrasting my humble, suburban abode to the 
picturesque village in which my Old Man resides.  
He refers to his village as being “God’s Country”, 
though to the likes of you and I we shall simply re-
fer to it as its official title - the village of Oakley, 
Bedfordshire.

I lived in “Bandit Country” for six and a half years.  
Despite initial reservations outlaid by my father, I’m 

pleased to report that during my time in living in 
this area of “ill repute”, my family encountered no 
issues whatsoever.  This, I thought, is not a bad start.

However, we outgrew our lovely starter home.  
During early 2013, my wife and I decided that we 
needed to move to a bigger house to cater for our 
now expanding family, and having years of “God’s 
Country” pressed upon me, I was quick to reiterate 
to my wife that we need to move near to Oakley 
to reap the various rewards of village life that were 
imprinted upon my mind thanks to my Old Man.

But then the unthinkable happened - at the same 
time my wife and I were looking to move house, 
would you believe that the house next door to my 
parents became available to buy.  Initial thoughts 
are the obvious - do you really want to move next 
door to your parents?  But, with already having a 
demanding three-year old daughter and my wife be-
ing pregnant with our second; babysitters on tap 
soon became an attractive prospect.  The 6th No-
vember 2013 was that date in which we officially 
moved in to our new house, next door (but not at-
tached, I should mention) to my parents - safe in the 
knowledge that we have now moved not only to a 
lovely, quiet village, but also next door to a county-
renowned police officer that will deter any possible 
trouble.  We were surely in a better position than 
we had ever been.

Unfortunately, having been in our new abode less 
than a month, on 4th December our new house 
was burgled.  It happened during the day whilst both 
my wife and I were at work.  Expensive electrical 
items were taken, along with a handful of my wife’s 
jewellery.  This was the very last thing we needed, 
having not been in our new house for a month and 
with Christmas on the horizon too.

The most baffling aspect of this wasn’t that my 
house was burgled in broad daylight but that it 
was done in broad daylight whilst an experienced 
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police officer - one whom spent his career in the 
department of Police Intelligence specialising spe-
cifically in this area of criminality - was at home, in 
his own words, “pottering around”.  The one place I 
thought my house and associated belongings would 
be safe is next to the house in which my father, the 
“Gene Hunt of Bedfordshire” (minus the Quat-
tro), resides!  However, for a man that has lived by 
the phrase “The Relentless Fight Against Crime”, it 
would seem that the distractions of MCN Maga-
zine had him somewhat preoccupied as he was at 
home, next door, the entire time my house was be-
ing robbed!

In his defence, after speaking to my Old Man im-
mediately after I realised what had happened, he 
soon blew the dust off of his detective armoury and 
that instinctive police officer which had lain dor-
mant since his retirement from active duty soon 
erupted like a volcano.  He went up and down our 
street taking statements, built an idea on vehicular 
movements and advised SOCO where to look for 
key areas of interest.  When the assigned police of-
ficer arrived at my house to investigate, and I pre-

sented him with a detailed, accurate list of state-
ments that was usable by police standards, I’m sure I 
saw him blow a kiss to the stars as it surely resulted 
in far less work for him to do that evening!

Anyway, I hope that this article doesn’t deter my 
father from his continued efforts in the develop-
ment of my new house and the babysitting duties 
that was a primary reason for me moving to where 
I did!  All I can say to my Old Man is that I’m sor-
ry if this article embarrasses him, but for those of 
you who heard about his speech at my wedding in 
August 2012, you’ll know that this only scratches 
the surface of comeuppance that he is entirely due 
(and for those that haven’t heard it, I’m sure you can 
imagine the tone!)!  And for those that may think 
my house is an easy target to burgle having read 
this, be warned that my wife is now at home full-
time and is far, far more alert than any (retired) po-
lice officer and is more vicious than any guard dog!!

Editors Note : Apologies Mr Chairman …. Your son and 
I felt it was time to get you back!!!!
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Whether you lay your bike up for win-
ter or run it all year round the following  
tips will help you to maintain your bike 
in best shape through the winter months 
or will  give you a few things to consider 
when bringing a bike out of winter stor-
age in the spring.
 First Inspection
For a bike coming out of storage, first take a good 

look around underneath on the floor for any oil, 
fuel or fluid leaks before you move it,  this will both 
help to identify the source of any leaks and avoid 
you wheeling the tyres through any  oil or coolant 
and risking contaminating them.  Giving the bike a 
thorough clean is always a good way to get  a close 
up  detail look at all parts, as well as being a good 
maintenance practice. Getting your bike cleaned 
up and gleaming will make you feel good about it 
too and eager to get back on board.  However be-
fore you start it up first run through the following 
checks
Battery
If possible check your battery electrolyte levels, 

this may require removing it from the bike to get a 
clear view of levels and access to the filler caps. In-
spect the battery for cells which have dried out or 
sulphated (white crystalline residue) as this may in-
dicate its degraded beyond serviceability.  After top-
ping up with distilled, de ionised water recharge the 
battery.  Many of the sealed maintenance free bat-
teries are not refillable so there is no maintenance 
to be done. If you use a maintenance charger (opti-
mate or similar)  it is advisable to take the battery 
off charge 24 hours before doing your checks, to 
let it settle, so you get a true sense of the residual 
battery condition. There’s nothing worse than tak-
ing a bike straight off a charger, going off for a ride, 
then finding it won’t start after the first moderate 
length stop. If you have access to a battery condi-
tion load tester  or charger with condition indica-
tor use those to assess its condition before starting.
Fuel
Drain off as much old fuel as possible, as it absorbs 

moisture and degrades in terms of octane when 
stored for long periods, which can be detrimental 

to high performance bike engines. Top up with fresh 
fuel from a can, or as soon as possible on your first 
run to dilute any old fuel.  Any  old stuff will be fine 
for the lawn mower .
Oil
Check the oil level and condition. If a bike has 

been laid up but started occasionally and not run 
up to full temperature  look carefully for signs of 
emulsified oil, either as milky film in the inspection 
window or on the underside of the filler cap. This 
will look creamy brown in colour with the consis-
tency of mayonnaise. If the oil has emulsified it really 
should be changed before running the engine.
Coolant 
Check your records when the last change was 

done.  Check the coolant level actually in the radia-
tor or at the pressure cap filling point. You may need 
to remove fairing panels or covers to access this. 
The level in the plastic expansion tank will not nec-
essarily be representative of the level in the cooling 
system.  The coolant should be a good bright colour 
and look clean and clear, irrespective if it is green, 
blue or red types, if the clarity is hazy or it looks 
very dilute, or has an oily film its well worth chang-
ing it as coolants often get neglected in servicing.  
Take a good look around all hoses and joint for any 
signs of leaks, damage or perishing, and that the ra-
diator core is not clogged 
First start up
Once you are happy you have fresh fuel, good 

quality coolant and oil and a strong battery you will 
ready for your first start. If you have the means to 
disable the ignition or fuel system  on a bike that 
has been stored , for example by pulling the fuse 
or relay for the fuel pump, it is always good, but not 
imperative, to crank the engine a few seconds  to 
build oil pressure before then allowing  the engine 
to start. Once running allow it to warm up at idle 
speed only for several minutes while continually 
checking for any leaks. Let the engine run up to full 
normal operating temperature, mid-range on the 
gauge and when the radiator cooling fans are trig-
gered on water cooled engines.
While its warming up take the opportunity to 

check all lights indicators, horn, front and rear brake 

Back on the Road
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lights, and any other electrical systems appropriate 
to your bike and replace any faulty bulbs.
Tyres & brakes
Check the tyres for wear and damage, use your 

main stand or other means to allow each wheel  
to be lifted and spun freely to inspect the  full cir-
cumference for run out or flat spots.  Set the pres-
sures according to specifications and check correct 
size and fitment and rotation direction. Check that 
the valve and any balance weights are secure, Look 
closely at tyres  for signs of cracking or perishing or 
contamination particularly on bikes that clock low 
annual mileage, the tyres may time expire before 
they are worn out. 
Pay close attention to brakes especially after a lay 

up. First inspect the pad material thickness  is in tol-
erance (> 1.5mm)   Check each wheel while off the 
ground, apply each brake as hard as possible three 
times in succession, then spin the wheel by hand to 
ensure the brakes are not binding or have any tight 
spots. There will be some drag from the pads but a 
good spin should give at least one full rotation of 
the front wheel ,  perhaps little less on the rear due 
to the transmission.  Excessive drag will quickly heat 

the disc(s) which progressively increases the bind-
ing, this can be quite hazardous especially on a wet 
road while accelerating off a bend potentially caus-
ing the front end to wash out.  Any seized calliper 
will require professional attention.
Chain and final drive
The usual maintenance procedures apply for 

chains,  but after a lay up also check for stiff links 
especially where it may have sat around the tighter 
radius of the front sprocket, lubricate and adjust the 
chain give the bike a run and then re-check for tight 
spots and wear.
Belt drive – check for tension, fraying at the edges, 

cracked or perished belts or missing teeth accord-
ing to manufacturer guidence.
Shaft drive – check hub oil levels and for any slack 

or play in bearings, check wheel nut torque on sin-
gle sided shaft drive swing arms.
I hope this provides some useful pointers to help 

get you set for another  year of safe enjoyable rid-
ing,  If you need any help or advice with  anything 
covered please do get in touch.
Pete Knight
Scorpio Racing
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In January 1951 I was called up for Na-
tional Service and, after primary training, 
I was posted to Malta.  It could not have 
been a better posting for me, as my sole 
interest lay in aeronautics and warships.  
At that stage in my life, cars, motorcycles 
and sports meant nothing to me.  

During my army service in Malta, I was instructed 
to report to Naval HQ to spend 2 weeks aboard 
a battle class destroyer – part of the fleet Summer 
Cruise, which in actual fact was a battle exercise, 
consisting of aircraft carriers, cruisers, destroyers, 
frigates, support supply ships and oil tankers to keep 
the Fleet supplied.  It was a memorable experience 
for me to see aircraft in action, gun action and depth 
charging (submarine detection.)  In this war game, I 
could not understand why one frigate (1,700 tons) 
was painted pink, when the whole of the Fleet was in 
light grey.  55 years later I met a sailor, who informed 
me that he was part of the crew who had turned the 
frigate from grey to pink.  This was all for the benefit 
of Lord Mountbatten and his wife and their support-
ing staff (nice work if you can get it!)  We called into 
Naples, when Lord Mountbatten presented Gracie 
Fields who gave a performance aboard HMS Forth 
(a submarine supply ship), and then travelled to Tunis, 
where we were entertained at a French Foreign Le-
gion outpost.  What experiences were compressed 
into that fortnight!

In 1955 I married, bought our first home and was 
totally reliant on public transport for a period of 
time.  Eventually I managed to purchase an old Ar-

iel motorcycle.  I travelled by public transport from 
Bloxwich to Walsall, Walsall to Birmingham and then 
down the Coventry road to purchase a second-hand 
engine for the Ariel, which I carried home in a box 
on my lap!  This was the start of my motorcycling 
life.  In the summer of 1955 I had to attend the Royal 
Artillery depot in West Bromwich to make the jour-
ney to Weybourne (Cromer) for the annual 2 week 
army exercise.  It was a compulsory order that we 
met at West Bromwich and to make the journey in 
convoy.  I did not adhere to the order but instead 
made my own way to camp.  I travelled overnight 
on my recently acquired Aerial motorcycle, which did 
not have working lights.  I fitted a bicycle lamp on the 
front and one on the rear, which saw me through 
the night (try doing that today!!!)  I was in time for 
the first parade! This was the beginning of a long ro-
mance with the motorcycling fraternity.

Following my escapade with my first motorcycle 
(Ariel) I progressed on to a 350 AJS and on this ma-
chine I made many pleasant runs into north Wales 
and Devon.  I then made further inroads and bought 
a second-hand Norton Dominator with a sports 
sidecar.  During the ownership of this machine, I 
bought my first car, an Austin A40 Somerset.  The 
Norton combination then became my second mode 
of transport, which I then stripped apart and refur-
bished to my liking.  This was the time I became au fait 
with spanners etc.  Motorcycles, at that time, were 
generally made in the maker’s colours, but I went a 
step further – the sidecar being a sports model was 
sprayed white, together with the motorcycle frame 
and tin-ware.  A chappie in the next village called at 

Editor’s note :  Whilst gathering stories for your magazine, I was introduced to Gordon Lane, a long standing 
member of OMC who joined the club in 2006.  He is passionate about motorcycles, having re-built many in his day.  
Currently, he prides himself with owning four motorcycles, the most prestigious being an MV Augusta Agostini.  
Here is Part 1 of his story …. (I hope you enjoy reading it as much as I did)
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my house and told me he was a tester for Norton 
Motorcycles - from then on we became good friends.  
Through him, over a period of time, I acquired a Manx 
Norton fuel tank, oil tank, rear-mounted gear change 
linkages and performance parts and alloy wheel rims.  
So the combination was white, with the sidecar car-
rying a royal blue flash down its side.  With its silver 
Manx tank and oil tank, alloy rims, together with the 
white frame and tin ware, it was a joy to behold.  It 
was very different to the thinking at that time.  

In December 1969, my family and I moved to South 
Africa, where I took up employment in the city of 
Cape Town.  It goes without saying that I had to sell 
my car and sports motorcycle combination.  Upon 
my return to the UK, I found employment with a 
firm of civil engineering consultants, based in Leices-
tershire, whereupon I was seconded to Newport 
Pagnell to carry out a civil engineering scheme there.  
That is what brought me living in this part of the 
country.  The scheme was scheduled to take 18 
months and I am still here after 43 years, and a long-
standing member of Oakley Motorcycle Club.

From 1957 through to 1969, I made many trips to 
the Isle of Man for the TT racing fortnight.  Some 
were made by bike, other times by car and aeroplane. 
This period was in my view the halcyon days of mo-
torcycle racing.  I had the pleasure of seeing riders 
such as Agostini, Hailwood, Surtees, McIntyre, Bill Ivy, 
Gary Hocking, Max Deubel, Luigi Taveri, Helmut Fath, 
Fritz Scheidegger and many other well known riders 
of the day.  I was there when Honda made their first 
appearance at a TT (1959) and also saw Mr Honda 
himself.  One of my favourite viewing spots was on 
the Co-op building at the bottom of Bray Hill.  It 
was awe-inspiring to see the riders coming down 
at phenomenal speeds, wearing their pudding basin 
helmets, goggles and white neck scarf and the smell 
of burning Castrol R oil and above all, the riders be-
ing part of the machine (not like today’s riders who 
move all over the machine).

At that time I owned a grey Dominator 88 and a 
red Dominator 99, besides the Norton combination.  
It was a great time for riding motor bikes – little traf-
fic and town by-passes weren’t in the picture.  A map 
on the tank and we flew through the towns – confu-
sion with traffic signs and diversions.  What a time!

To be continued…
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   Shots from the Past …..
A big Thank You to Terry Jones and Gordon Lane who have sent me these wonderful period photo-
graphs and to Robin Gillingham and Ian Maddams of the Royal Enfield Owners Club who have kindly 
provided us with all the info...

MAGAZINE FRONT COVER

Royal Enfield RP8620 is a Northamptonshire C.C. registration from 1930.  The machine must have 
been brand new when Terry’s late uncle (Jack Akers of Wellingborough) was photographed with the 
R-100 in the background.  It looks to be one of the last vertical-cylindered Royal Enfield models, 
this being the year when the sloping cylinders and different crankcase/magneto drive appeared.  The 
machine still has a hand gear change shortly to disappear during the next few years.  Electric lighting 
has now become commonplace, although the horn is still the rubber bulb type that continues to 
amuse children, even today at historic transport shows!  Both machines sport neat leather tool bags, 
love the fishtail exhaust!

BD9687

This is also a Northamptonshire C.C. registration circa 1923/24.  This machine looks very similar to 
the Model 351, illustrated in Peter Hartleys book, although there are slight differences in the arrange-
ment of the exhaust pipe to the cylinder head/block.  At a guess, BD9687 is the side valve Model 350 
version.  The detail of the tank lining and lettering is clearly represented, and the two filler caps on 
the tank top.  With only a bicycle type front wheel rim brake on the front wheel, a band brake on the 
rear, stopping must have been a bit “interesting”!  The enormous (presumably acetylene powered) 
headlamp was angled downwards to illuminate the road ahead, rather than towards the oncoming 
traffic.  It is surprising how often motorbikes in period catalogue illustrations rarely have headlamps 
fitted during the 1920’s.  They are frequently priced as extra, presumably an owner transferred light-
ing from machine to machine, as you might do bicycle lamps.  Not difficult if the light is not part of 
the bikes electrical system, which often was only an ignition circuit anyway.

GROUP PICTURE

The rear of this bike at extreme left, with the cloth capped chap stepping aboard, appears to be 
registered NH8334 (the H is a little indistinct), a Northamptonshire County Borough Council, as op-
posed to a N.C.C. registration of 1928.  It’s a bit of a challenge to identify this bike!  RP835 is a pre 
1929 N.C.C. registration, same series as Uncle Jack’s Royal Enfield.  835 appears to be a Sunbeam 
possibly a model 9, of 500cc?  The metal work immediately behind the exhaust pipe is the main clue 
(a similar shaped plate is found on some pre-war Ariel singles) and the tank transfer is the familiar 
sunburst over graduated SUNBEAM capital letters.  The deeply valanced front mudguard is also a 
Sunbeam feature, good weather protection being some thing inherited from their bicycle designs.  
Remember their advertising slogan “The little oil bath”?  Almost as well-known as “Made like a Gun”.

The ladies do look rather splendid, in their berets and leather coats, but pose a Write in Sartorial 
question.  With those straight cut, knee length or lower hemlines, how do they sit elegantly astride as 
pillion without displaying an inappropriate (for the Era) length of leg? 
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On December 12th we had the an-
nual OMC Karting Challenge held at 
Northampton Indoor Karting. This is run 
like a mini Grand Prix, five heats, a semi 
and the final race to decide the overall 
winner.

The circuit is a 400m track with average lap times 
of around 30 secs and a top speed of 40mph which 
makes it a very good challenge for a bunch of bikers 
on four wheels. The evening always starts off fast and 
furious and this is just getting there in the car.  After 
the safety brief it’s every man or woman for them-
selves -  first to the chequered flag wins.

We had the BMW team with GS Derek the only 
racer with a flip front helmet and heated grips, heat-
ed seat, cruise control and sat nav.  Following up the 
rear in the BMW team was Dickie taking on the role 
as sweeper.  Also appearing on the driver list were 
two South Africans, Kirsty who became a Mobile 
roundabout in her first and only heat and Josef who 
drove like he had just stolen it, giving him the fastest 
lap of the night.  And, for one night only we had the 
pocket rocket Lisa giving everyone a run for their 
money.  Sadly she was taken out and put in the bar-
rier by an unnamed driver so didn’t make the final. 

There was a BLACK flag shown to a very naughty 
driver for being a bit too keen and showing signs of 
blind madness.  He just didn’t think it was him they 
were pointing the flag at and carried on driving for 
maybe three laps - never mind Richard Ford!

The final was a good clean race and congratulations 
to third place Mark Harley, second place Josef Ekkerd 
and the winner 2013 OMC Karting Challenge was 
Richard Markham.  A hand carved trophy made of 
the finest British oak shaped a bit like a spoon was 
awarded for the best tail end Charlie of the night – 
identity withheld as he would kill me if I mentioned 
his name.!!!!!!

It was another great night and well done to all who 
supported the event.   See you on the next one!
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Note the driving kit, gloves and, most of all,
 “concentration” - Ed
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January isn’t the best time of year for 
riding a bike; it’s not the rain that’s the 
problem, I just can’t stand the cold these 
days.  I do however like to go for a walk 
to help to get me back on the straight 
and narrow after the excesses of Christ-
mas and enough others had enjoyed the 
walk last year for me to consider a repeat 
event.
The most challenging thing in winter is to find a 

walk that is likely to be reasonably sound under foot.  
With the weather being as it has been of late it didn’t 
take a rocket scientist to realise that the going was 
likely to be soft to soggy!  A little research unearthed 
a route around Harrold and Odell Country Park 
that might fit the bill.  Jackie and I walked it a few 
weeks before-hand after heavy rain and decided that 
it would do.
In the intervening weeks the rain continued to fall 

in biblical fashion so I was a little anxious about our 
choice of route and whether or not anyone would 
turn up.  As it was 23 hardy members and 7 of their 
dogs turned out for the walk on what was actually 
not a bad day – light rain driving to Harrold then the 
sun came out and stayed out.
Waiting in the car park for everyone to arrive gave 

the dogs a chance to get to know one another.  That 
soon seemed to degenerate into a crapping compe-
tition – time to get moving, pausing only for a quick 

photo session for posterity!
Paul and Stephanie’s retriever seemed as deter-

mined as last year to get as muddy and wet as pos-
sible in the shortest possible time; she’s losing her 
touch – it took her 200 yards this year!  At the back 
of the pack we had the spectacle of Peter and Denise 
with English mastiff (big hardly describes a 15 stone 
dog) strolling along with another couple and their 
diminutive Chihuahua, talk about chalk and cheese.  
In between the rest of us enjoyed the opportunity to 
engage in the usual banter and badinage...  Meanwhile 
Clive Homan’s dogs caused endless amusement by 
mimicking each other throughout the walk, quite 
touching.  
The going in Odell Wood was rather wetter than 

on the reccie but we all managed to get through 
without too many embarrassing moments albeit a 
little muddier than we would have preferred.   What 
better place to drop a glove and then have a Knight 
in shining armour stroll back half a mile to pick it up 
for you?  
Away from the wood the ground was fine and the 

sun continued to shine for the rest of our perambu-
lation.  The cafe at Harrold was heaving when we got 
back and so we headed for the Fox pub in Carlton, 
which proved to be a good move.  There we were 
able to enjoy a drink outside in the chilly sun and a 
rather nice roast meat sandwich too!  A fitting end 
to an enjoyable morning’s walk.

Happy Strollers
By Derek Brown
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OAKLEY BIKE FESTIVAL         Saturday 26th July 2014 

A one day festival of motorcycles! 
Oakley Motorcycle Club (OMC) based in Oakley village near Bedford, is proud to announce that it is organising its first ever Bike Show, 
Oakley Bike Festival ’14 which will be aimed at providing a good fun day out for OMC members,  non-members, motorcyclists 
and all people with maybe just a passing  interest in two wheeled machines! 

http://oakleymc.net/obf-14/ 
Oakley Sports and Social Club, Church Lane Oakley, Beds, MK43 7RU 

OMC is proud to support our sponsor presentations: Anglian Fasteners, APR Trailer Rentals, BikeSafe, Bike Stop, Eaton 
Transport, Homan Tyres,  Les and his MV Agusta’s, RGS Motorsport, Santa Pod,  Scorpio racing, EAAA, Brian Carver, Bedford 
Wheels, J&S Accessories, 1 on 1 Rider Training, Barton Pertoleum, Open Road Rentals, Ex Carlos Checa 1198 and Desmo-
cidici Ducatis coutesy of Dawn Treader Training, other presentations TBC 

Local bike dealers with latest offers and bikes to ride include :- Wollaston BMW · Flitwick 
Motorcycles · Cooperb Motorcycles · Grafton Motorcycles · Classic Motorcycles Hockliffe· Pure 
Triumph  

In association with 
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The Honda Goldwing Motorbike sym-
bolises everything a long distance motor-
bike should be. Let me explain why.
When we go on a tour we can, and should expect, 

all four seasons in a single week; rain, sun, hot and 
cold temperatures. You all know the saying no such 
thing as bad weather, just bad clothing. Much the 
same goes for what we decide to ride. We want a 
bike for all situations.
First the long haul to our destination, motorways, 

A-roads B roads and for when we get there of 
course to enjoy the twisties. So we are looking for 
wind and weather protection. A smooth ride along 
with a comfortable seat (or two). Storage for more 
than just the absolute necessities and power in abun-
dance.
The Honda Goldwing Family stretches back to 

1974 when the first model the GL1000 was pro-
duced. The engine was a flat-four 999cc and the bike 
weight 267kg.  In 1979 it was thought that the bike 
needed some improvements. The engine was bored 
to 1085cc and electronic ignition replaced the older 
point system. The suspension was changed to an air 
adjustable system. The bike was now known as the 
GL1100 and was made until 1983 after which fol-
lowed the GL1200. This model had an all new en-
gine, auto-levelling rear suspension, driver-passenger 
intercom, cruise control, a stereo sound system and 
additional corner lights. It also had a 500W alterna-
tor to drive all these extra electrical components.  In 
1988 the biggest change was made to the Goldwing 
since its inception. The engine changed from a flat-

four to a 1520cc flat-six. This both increased power 
and reduced noise. Honda also enclosed the entire 
motorcycle in plastic, giving it a seamless appearance. 
One major innovation was the addition of a ‘reverse 
gear’. This was actually a creative use of the electric 
starter motor linked to the transmission. Check out 
Steve Parker’s splendid example of a GL1500.
In 2001 the GL1800 was the first new Model in 13 

years.  The engine was increased to 1832cc and fuel 
injected. The weight of the bike decreased to 407kg 
or 898lb. This was done by making the frame out of 
light-strong aluminium. In 2006 an optional air bag 
was available and a factory fitted GPS. For the long 
distance rider a comfort package included two seat 
heaters controlled from the dash, heated handlebar 
grips, engine-air vents located in front of the riders 
foot pegs and controlled by a lever on the left side 
dash. It has cruise control fitted as standard and even 
lends itself to towing a trailer!
Steve Wilgucki and Gene Taylor of OMC ride the 

1800 Goldwing. They have been all over Europe with 
their bikes, from Holland to Spain and right across 
to Poland.  The seat is very comfortable with no 
reason to replace with an after-market version. The 
bike handles much better than a bike weighing nearly 
900lb should. The engine is truly one of the smooth-
est engines on a motorcycle and has so much torque 
that you never need to down shift to get past traffic 
whether you are on a motorway or on a tight alpine 
pass.  Go on, take one for a test ride. You won’t re-
gret it.
Article by Hans Berger

Plan to go on a big tour this summer?
- Climb aboard a Honda Goldwing
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David Higham suggested that Max 
Dobbs of Rev’it clothing might be able to 
give us an interesting talk about motor-
cycle clothing to while away a miserable 
winter’s evening.  We have an unlikely 
venue for such occasions – Great Den-
ham Golf Club!  And so it was that about 
50 OMC members found themselves at a 
golf course preparing to listen to a chat 
on clothes. How un-motorcycle club can 
you get?

I have listened to many speakers over the years and 
I have to say that Max Dobb is one of the finest.  He 
could have used the occasion to mercilessly promote 
his company’s products but he didn’t.  Instead he gave 
a relaxed, measured talk about the finer details of 
how motorcycle clothing in general is produced ex-
plaining the finer points of how different manufac-
turing techniques produce better or different results 
depending on the budget that the prospective pur-
chaser has available to them.

His demonstrations of how the breathable water-
proof membrane known as Gore-tex  differs from 
the more common and much cheaper PU alterna-
tive was very good.  The first demonstration showed 
how a PU glove liner and a Gore-tex membrane 
glove differed with regard to perspiration.  Yours 
truly was dutifully pulled out to don said gloves 
whilst all around looked on.  Sure enough in only 
a few moments perspiration was condensing inside 
the PU glove whilst my little pinkies were still dry 
and comfortable in the Gore-tex jobbie.  The more 
impressive demonstration was a team effort.  Four 
mugs were dragged to the front, soaked their hands 
in buckets of cold water and then put on the gloves, 
PU on one hand Gore-tex on the other.  There we 
stood like lemons for five minutes with our hands 

back in the buckets of cold water.  By then my hands 
were frozen.  On pulling our hands out, the hand in 
the PU glove was obviously still soaking wet whilst 
the hand in the Gore-tex glove was bone dry!  I was 
amazed.  The warmth from our hands had been suf-
ficient to evaporate the moisture on them and for 
that moisture to pass through the membrane into 
the water in the bucket, really impressive stuff.
Max moved on to talk about different armours dis-

cussing the materials that they can be made from and 
the size and shape that they may have.  He covered 
the merits of back protectors and the pros and cons 
of hard, soft, strap on (behave at the back there) or 
inserted.  As the talk went on I just became more and 
more fascinated by the whole business of construct-
ing motorcycle clothing.  He touched on re-enforced 
jeans and briefly talked about leathers too, especially 
the super ventilated summer jacket which looked 
very nice, thank you very much. 

Just as important as the outer layer is what you 
wear underneath – from a comfort point of view.  
Max discussed the advantages of using natural meri-
no wool if you can afford them, over manmade fibres 
but was not disparaging about their use.  

Max was at pains to point out that it is easy to 
produce an expensive suit; the challenge is to pro-
duce a decent quality garment at a particular price 
point.  His company, like most others, have products 
that cover a whole range of prices to suit individual’s 
circumstances and needs.  It was interesting to have 
pointed out the finer points of what makes ostensi-
bly similar looking products so different in price and 
I’m sure that everyone there will look at motorcycle 
clothing rather differently when they next look to 
purchase.

Article written by Derek Brown

TECHNICAL TEXTILES 
Courtesy 
of:
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Motorcycle and Scooter products
formulated to provide race
developed protection and reliability

Morris LubricantsCastle Foregate, Shrewsbury, SY1 2EL
www.morrislubricants.co.uk T: +44 (0)1743 232 200 
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Being a lead rider you plan many rides 
throughout the year, working out the 
route, sometimes riding the route before-
hand and planning the stops on the way. 
Every so often we meet up to discuss how 
we are doing and talk through our up-
coming plans and events.
Recently you may have seen the ride out survey, 

which was born from one of these lead rider meets. 
The meeting we had, asked the question, why don’t 
we get more people on ride outs?
There were many suggestions, me getting lost lead-

ing rides, or ending up down farm tracks and many 
opinions rides were too long, rides were too fast, 
people felt intimidated and we realised that in try-
ing to plan for 2014 we had only a small idea how 
members felt about our current rides, albeit some 
of them kept turning up each week so they must be 
good, right?
So a stunning idea was formed, let’s ask them! 
Well it’s not rocket science is it, but it seems for 

me actually writing and publishing a survey to ask the 
members some key questions about ride outs was. It 
really isn’t that simple trying to find an easy piece of 
software to run a survey! 
When I first started with the club one of the most 

intimidating things I found was my first club ride out! 
Before joining the club I had ridden in groups with 
other clubs and as an IAM rider was trying out to 

be an observer, so why was I worried about joining 
a club ride out? Many questions flashed through my 
head, would I be too slow, would other people think 
I am a terrible rider, would I hold others up. All of 
these and more prevented me from attending a ride 
out initially with the club.
So coupled with my own experiences and the ques-

tions of the rest of the team the survey was written 
and published.
Surprise surprise, we got a fantastic response with 

131 people answering the 10 questions.
Wow this response certainly would give us a better 

understanding of how you the members felt about 
our ride outs. (Yes ok, me taking people down farm 
tracks came up multiple times, what can I say, I like 
farm tracks!)

Ride Out
Survey Report



Have you attended a OMC official r ide out during 2013? 

Answer Options Response 
Percent 

  

Yes 76.4%   
No 23.6%   

Would you l ike to see more or less OMC official r ide outs? 

Answer Options 
Response 

Percent   

More 53.3%   
Less 0.0%   
About right 46.7%   

Are off icial OMC ride outs too long, too short, or about right? 

Answer Options 
Response 

Percent 
  

Too Long 12.8%   
Too Short 3.4%   
About Right 83.8%   

Where do you learn about upcoming OMC official r ide outs? 

Answer Options 
Response 

Percent 
  

Club Calendar 33.9%   
Weekly Newsletter 85.5%   
Word of mouth 14.5%   
Sandwich board out front of club 8.9%   
Would you be interested in more OMC official r ide outs that visited 
events? For example Brackley festival of motorcycling. 

Answer Options 
Response 

Percent 
  

Yes 77.4%   
No 22.6%   

Are the ride out levels clear and understood? (Level 1-3) 

Answer Options 
Response 

Percent   

Yes 91.1%   
No 8.9%   

Are OMC official r ide outs too fast, too slow, or about right? 

Answer Options 
Response 

Percent 
  

Too Slow 5.4%   
Too Fast 24.1%   
About Right 70.5%   
	  

Do you find OMC official r ide outs intimidating? 

Answer Options Response 
Percent 

  

Yes 16.9%   
No 83.1%   

Do you think the drop off system works well? 

Answer Options 
Response 

Percent   

Yes 95.7%   
No 4.3%   

Are the briefings before OMC official r ide outs clear or unclear? 

Answer Options Response 
Percent 

  

Clear 97.3%   
Unclear 2.7%   
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So what did we learn? It looks like for most the lev-
el system of our rides is ok, of course you all wanted 
more ride outs, don’t we all!
Interestingly the length of rides was ok. In a previ-

ous survey members had wanted shorter morning 
rides rather than the all-day rides that occurred dur-
ing 2013. 
You wanted to visit more places / events, so we are 

trying to accommodate this in the calendar; we are 
visiting points of interest such as London Motorcycle 
museum, Brackley festival of motorcycling and others 
this year.
Are ride outs too fast? Interestingly most were 

happy with the speed and this is a good indication 
the drop off system is working well.  However, 25% 
thought they were too fast and as a response to this 
we will be endeavouring to run more level 3 rides 

this year alongside level 1 and 2 rides. (We didn’t 
have one Sunday level 3 ride last year). To make it 
clearer and to help us lead riders we are going to be 
starting level 3 rides from a different location. These 
will start from the clubhouse in Oakley. Level 1&2 
rides will start from the BP Kempston bypass.
We will put on a ride out every two weeks from 

end of March through to November.  
The aim of all of this is to try and encourage all of 

the members who haven’t been on a Sunday ride out 
to come and join us for a bit of fun and some great 
riding, after all riding our bikes is what we all love 
to do and what better way to get to know other 
members.
So come on, try an OMC ride out!
2014 Ride out calendar is available on the OMC 

website.

First ride out of 2014
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Sunday, 26th January saw the first social 
event of the year, the OMC curry night at 
Indiya Restaurant in Bedford. This was 
the third one organised by Dave Brown 
and it seems to be settling into an annual 
get together –the excesses of Christmas 
now long forgotten but before the antici-
pation of the new biking season has be-
gun.

65 members gathered for pre dinner drinks at the 
Bankers Draft, most arriving at the correct time of 
3.15 pm with a few notable exceptions who shall re-
main nameless and who turned up an hour early in 
error! Or was that the excuse for another drink?

Once again the staff and management at Indiya 
excelled themselves managing to serve up delicious 
individual a la carte meals to the hungry throng with 

a smile on their faces and with their usual efficiency.

The afternoon/evening would not be complete 
without the annual quiz. What a competitive lot you 
are! A few people swatted up on Bedford’s history 
and geography but to no avail as this year’s quiz was 
all about sweets, cakes and crisps. It was hotly con-
tested and very high scoring but the eventual win-
ning team was Paul Butler’s team who were delighted 
with their prize of ….. a cheap bottle of plonk. 

Thanks go to Indiya for donating 25% of the total 
bill and for donating a £40 voucher for the raffle. In 
total £510 was raised and a good time was had by all.

Diary Date for next year: Sunday 25th January 2015

Lesley Brown
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Not the best terminology for bikers and 
where none of us really want to be!  Al-
ways best to keep the rubber side down 
as they say.
However a surprisingly large number of members 

attended this event on two separate dates run by the 
Fire Service and organised by OMC member Steve 
Wilgucki. 
Although not really knowing quite what to expect, 

I think our entire group of both men and women 
found it useful and interesting. The course was pre-
sented in four modules: 
First on Scene dealt with the importance of keeping 

yourself and others around you safe until the Emer-
gency Services arrived 
First Aid Trauma Care - contentious subjects these 

days on what you can and can,t do, but we gained 
some excellent tips and learnt how to safely remove 
a crash helmet if the need arises.
The Law, dealt with what you legally can and can’t 

do, and in more serious accidents the importance of 
not interfering with the scene until a full investigation 
has been carried out.

Finally, How to Avoid the Accident.

A very enjoyable morning was had, with lots of cof-
fee and biscuits and the girls got to play with the 
Fireman’s helmet!
My personal thanks to Bernie for some excellent 

baguettes and other food goodies in return for me 
being the des. 

Phil Randell

BIKER DOWN
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Riding in Europe

Last year we saw a lot of development 
at the club with desires to take touring to 
another level and join the thousands of 
motorcyclists who wish to tour in Europe.  
We organised tours to France and Ger-
many and the feedback was very positive 
especially from those riders new to riding 
abroad.

As a member who has lived on the continent, been 
a member of a Dutch MC club and ridden most of 
the Northern countries, I thought I would jot down 
some of the experiences, strange rituals and customs 
of riders in Europe but also point out some of the 
weird and wonderful rules that may catch people 
out in case you decide on a sunny weekend to take 
the plunge, hop on the Tunnel train and venture in to 
France, Belgium, Holland or one of the other further 
afield destinations.

There are documents on our club website stating 
the key elements to remember when riding in Eu-
rope, documents to carry, rules on lights, florescent 
jackets, breathalyser so in this article I decided to 
write a little more about what it is like to ride abroad 
and hope to dispense the fear some of you may have, 
whether it is just riding on the right or insecurities of 
the signs, regulations and languages.

To start with riding on the right is a lot easier than 
driving a car and after a short while will begin to feel 
more natural.  Your road position is not dependent 
on a wide bulky car so visibility for overtakes and 
junctions is just as easy as it is in the UK.  Road mark-
ings are clearer in many countries as are road surface 
quality.  It would be useful to familiarise yourself with 
some of the popular road signs.  Wikipedia has most 
of them covered http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Com-
parison_of_European_road_signs

Bikers in most countries are also just as friendly and 
forthcoming as they are in the UK.  Fuel stops and 
services are often places to seek advice and swap 
stories, pretty much the same as you get in good old 
Blighty.  In the UK, we nod at other bikers, a habit we 
have adopted to show recognition out on the road. 

Riding on the left means your right hand is occupied 
with throttle control but riding on the right leaves 
the left (clutch) hand free and in many countries a 
move or wave of the left hand has similar meaning.  
Riders often will also use the leg as a gesture so don’t 
think a French rider is swearing at you if he sticks out 
his left leg, he is just being polite.

The quality of roads is usually pretty good and 
certainly in France, Netherlands and Germany you 
would be hard pressed to find poor pot holed roads 
but be careful in Belgium.  Road works, however, are 
a different story.  On ‘A’ and ‘B’ class roads the sur-
face is often taken up and the rough underneath is 
left exposed and it will be necessary to ride through 
it, so just be careful and take it slow until you are 
back on the black stuff.

Rural riding is extremely good with many great 
roads, fantastic views and many places to stop.  Most 
restaurants, hotels and rural establishments are 
bike friendly.  Language is not really a problem. The 
words tea, coffee and beer are understood in most 
places and pointing at what you want is the easiest 
way.  Motorway services usually have English speak-
ing staff but rural areas may not.  In the worst case 
clucking like a chicken or grunting like a pig has been 
observed before so don’t think you will be the first.

The best thing about riding abroad is the adven-
ture of it. Set yourself a plan, 250-350 miles a day is 
comfortable riding and allows for good time in the 
saddle and enough breaks for fuel and food.  120-
130 miles is generally the tank distance on all but the 
mile munching generic tourers. Groups I have been 
in before will usually have a 5-10 minute stop every 
hour and fuel every two hours riding on twistys.  It is 
always good to stop before you absolutely need fuel, 
even a little earlier is better than running around a 
small village in the middle of nowhere trying to find 
fuel.  Most GPS do have the option but your next one 
could be 30-40 miles so don’t leave yourself short.

It is also wise not to try to do too many miles.  I 
have heard of some trying to do 700-800 miles in a 
day.  Believe me, unless you are blessed to be riding 
a Pan European or a K1600, it would not be advised.  
700 miles will mean around 8-10 stops and it will be 
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around 9-10 hours in the saddle.  Be sensible or you 
will be running yourself into the pain barrier.
GPS is a wonderful device and with today’s modern 

Tom Tom or Garmin giving the twisty road options 
they can take you anywhere you wish to go.  Make 
sure you have the correct town and region or state 
plugged in.  Be aware there are often towns with the 
same name in many regions and even countries so 
make sure of your route before you set off.  Also 
remember to turn off your speed camera settings, 
this is illegal in many countries and you could end up 
with your equipment confiscated.
Lane filtering – British bikers think nothing of com-

ing up to a stream of traffic and pin point to gap 
between cars and go straight down the middle to the 
front of the queue.  Do that in Germany or France 
and you will be likely to get a ticket.  It is illegal, al-
though in France it is more tolerated under certain 
conditions but Germany it is a definite No, No! Only 
when the traffic is stationary for long periods do they 
allow bikes to ride to the front of the jam between 
the two left most (overtaking) lanes.  It is frustrating 
but is also a rarity. If the traffic is moving, go with 
it and don’t attempt to filter no matter how slowly.
One last point on regulations and this one often 

catches out English riders and drivers – they give way 
to traffic from the right. It only applies in small towns 
and villages but the rule is the same in France, Ger-
many, Holland, Belgium, Luxembourg and most other 

countries.  Remember you are riding on the right and 
yes, on some roads, traffic entering your highway has 
right of way.  The overriding sign to watch for is this 
one (Orange Diamond on white background):   

This sign indicates that your route has priority and 
that you don’t have to worry about traffic entering 
your highway unexpectedly.  This sign will be at the 
entrance to your road when you turn in or as you 
leave a roundabout. If you are in a town or village 
and you don’t see this sign, slow your speed and 
watch for traffic from the right.  If they do not have a 
give way line (white lines or triangles), they will have 
priority and you are expected to stop and let them 
proceed.
So, get together with a friend or two and get your-

self continental side.  Nothing to fear and so much 
to enjoy. A one night stopover can get you to Rouen, 
Brussels, Gent, and so many other fabulous places.  
Watch the Newsletters for club planned trips.  
Feel free to contact me with any questions on Eu-

rope, if I don’t have the answer, I will find out.
Article by Paul Butler 
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Ride Outs
There is plenty to look forward to as we approach the start 

of another riding season.  Chris Boddie, Paul Butler and Steve 
Eaton have put together a superb diary of ride outs starting on 
the 30th March and going through until October with a ride 
out planned every other weekend, a fantastic effort on their 
part.  They have also responded to the questionnaire that was 
circulated last year to improve our ride out experiences further.  

There are ride outs scheduled on:  
30th March to Stibbington Diner;  two groups;  level 1 lead by 

Chris from the BP garage A421/A6
 Level 3 lead by Steve from OMC Club house
13th April to Stratford-upon-Avon;    

Chris to lead further details to follow
27th April to Bruntingthorpe Cold War Jets;  Chris to lead 

further details to follow
11th May a leisurely trip round Beds and Herts; Paul to lead, 

meet at OMC Club house   
25th May to London Motorcycle Museum; Chris to lead 

further details to follow 
8th June to Matlock;    

Paul to lead from BP garage A421/A6 
22nd June tbc –  
 29th June to Maldon, Essex;   

Chris to lead from BP garage A421/A6

Ladies events
In addition to these ride outs Cathy King is busily bringing to-

gether a selection of ride outs and events for lady members.  
There will be a trip to Wales starting on the 27th June with 
three overnight stops and there is a plan formulating to have 
an afternoon training session for lady motorcycle mechanics.  
These events are still taking shape but more detailed informa-
tion will become available through the e-mailed newsletters and 
also on the on-line calendar at http://oakleymc.net/  or you can 
ask Cathy at the Club on a Thursday evening.

Prescott Bike Festival 6th April
One of Britain’s oldest motorsport venues hosts a hill climbs 

primarily for motorcycles and there is a ride out leaving OSSC 
at 8 am going to the event.  It will be an all day ride due back at 
about 6 o’clock. 
Easter Sunday 20th April
We fully expect to be repeating our popular Easter Egg Run 

on Easter Sunday where we will deliver chocolate eggs and 
donations to local residential homes for those rather less for-

tunate than us.  This event has been run since the club started 
and is always popular.  There will be multiple groups leaving the 
old market place near St Pauls Church in Bedford heading off to 
the various homes followed by a leisurely run back to the club 
house for a light snack.  Fingers crossed for fair weather! 

Enduro Trail Riding in South Wales 26th April
Join Clive Homan at Dave Thorpe’s off road centre in the 

Breacons for a day of trail riding at a cost of £159 per person.  
Contact Clive at the club or by email on clive.homan@btint-
ernet.com 
Ride Free Event
This has still to be confirmed but if it goes ahead we will be 

there.
BSB launch day
Similarly, we have managed to blag our way in to the BSB 

launch day for the last few seasons and hopefully we will be able 
to do so again this year.  Watch those newsletters!
Later events

It may seem like wishing your life away but if we 
don’t book some of the events taking place later 
in the season now they just can’t happen so take a 
look.
• Back by popular demand; a Bunkhouse weekend 

away to the Forrest of Dean from 20th to 22nd June 2014 
with Chris Boddy.  If you are interested contact Chris on chris.
boddy@oakleymc.net or at the club. 
• Exclusive use of the VIP suite by OMC for the Sum-

mer Nationals Drag Racing at Santa Pod for the weekend of 
28th/28th June.  Yours for £14 – bargain!  Tickets from Chris 
Randell.
• The inaugural Oakley Bike Festival is to be held 

on Saturday 26th July 2014 at the OSSC ground.  There will be 
much more information soon but for now keep the date clear 
in your diary!
• Paul Butler’s trip to the Classic Spa event in July is 

now fully booked and with reserves waiting!
• Dave Sims and Phil Randell are organising a week-

end in North Yorkshire riding up to Skipton on Friday 5th Sept 
and returning on Sunday 7th September. If you are interested in 
going please contact them at the club or on dsims45539@aol.
com or phil.randell@oakleymc.net 
• Phil Randell is looking at the possibility of visiting the 

Intermot Motorcycle Show in Koln the first weekend in Octo-
ber.  This is a massive show run every other year and is alleged to 
be something rather special, as is the city of Koln.  Contact Phil if 

Forthcoming Events
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you are interested because bookings will need to be made 
early to get reasonably priced travel tickets. 
• After last years’ successful fly-away trip to Valencia 

for the final MotoGP of 2013 we are considering a repeat visit 
this year from the 7th to 10th November.  Again we will need 
to book flights as soon after they are released as possible to get 

sensibly priced tickets.  Contact Richard Galka at the club or on 
richard.galka@btinternet.com  if you are interested in going.
There will undoubtedly be more events added to the calendar 

so keep looking at the OMC website and read those e-mailed 
newsletters!
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Chesham Insurance Brokers  
Your local Independent Broker providing solutions for the  
Motor Trade and Motorcycle Dealers in a Global Market 

 
 Does your current broker have access to a broad range of 

leading global insurers, who provide specialist Motor 
Trade and Dealer protection which is tailored just for you? 

 
 Does your current broker have the technical capabilities to 

ensure you have the right solution for your business? 
 
 Does your current broker offer a personal service? 

  If You Want A Motor Trade Broker Who Values The Importance 
Of A Partnership Based On Service, Contact Chesham.  

Call Our Specialist Team: 01234 760135  or  
Email: info@chesham-insurance.co.uk  

Chesham Insurance Brokers is a trading name of Chesham Insurance Services Limited. Registered in England and Wales. No 00857134. Registered Office 47 
Bromham Road, Bedford, Bedfordshire, MK40 2AA. Authorised and regulated by the Financial Services Authority.  
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